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Normal state spaces of Jordan and van Neumann algebras are characterized 
among convex sets. The normal state spaces of JBW-algebras are precisely those 
which are spectral and elliptic; along these the normal state spaces of van 
Neumann algebras are distinguished by the global 3-ball property. 
NORMAL STATE SPACES OF JORDAN AND VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
Recently, geometric characterizations have been given for the state spaces 
of the normed Jordan algebras known as JB-algebras [5] and of state spaces 
for C*-algebras [6]. These characterizations are expressed in terms of 
conditions which involve the pure states in an essential way, and this cannot 
readily by carried over to the context of normal state spaces of Jordan and 
von Neumann algebras, where there may not be any extreme points. Our 
purpose here is to give geometric axioms which characterize these normal 
state spaces. 
We begin with the context of a spectral convex set: see [2, 31 for 
background. We next add the requirement of “ellipticity”-that certain cross 
sections are elliptic. This notion is due to Alfsen [4], who showed it was 
closely related to Connes’ “facial homogeneity” axiom [ 121 transported to 
the context of spectral convex sets. In Section 1 below we show that a 
convex set is afftnely isomorphic to the normal state space of a JBW-algebra 
iff it is spectral and elliptic. (This answers a question raised in [4].) 
Then we introduce another axiom: the “global 3-ball property.” This 
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involves the facial structure, and is a reformulation of the 3-ball property of 
[6] in a context where there may be no extreme points. This new axiom 
distinguishes normal state spaces of von Neumann algebras among those of 
JBW-algebras. Thus we obtain a characterization of normal state spaces of 
von Neumann algebras: they are precisely the spectral, elliptic convex set 
with the 1:lobal 3-ball property. 
We reinark that there is a related set of results which characterize the 
“natural” cones associated with JBW and von Neumann algebras [&I2 ]. 
Finally, we could like to express our appreciation to Erik Alfsen for 
permission to use his result connecting “facial homogeneity” (suitably 
stated) ar d ellipticity. (This previously appeared only in the preprint [4].) 
1. ELLIPTICITY AND NORMAL STATE SPACES 
OFJBW-ALGEBRAS 
The notion of ellipticity was introduced in [4, Sect. 51. Since the final 
version cf that paper omitted this discussion, for the convenience of the 
reader WC have reproduced the facts we will need (Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4). We 
assume (.hroughout this paper) familiarity with basic facts about spectral 
theory fo ’ convex sets as described in [Z, 3 J and relevant background on JB 
and JBW -algebras and their state spaces [5, 7, 151. 
We recall from [4] that a convex set K is spectral if K can be embedded in 
a linear I pace V in such a way that (I’, K) becomes a base-norm space in 
spectral duality (cf. [2]) with the order unit space (A, e), where 
A = Ah(h) z I’* and e = 1 is the distinguished order unit. The above 
definition is more general than that of [2] which is confined to compact 
convex st:ts. Note, however, that the new definition will agree with the old 
one when K is compact since every compact convex set can be embedded in 
a locally convex space in such a way that (I’, K) becomes a base-norm space 
(the “reg .rlar embedding” of [ 1, Chap. II, Sect. 21. Note that if P is a P- 
projectiorl on A with quasi-complement P’, then F = K n Im P* and 
F# = K f Im P’* are quasi-complementary projective faces of K and there 
exists a unique affine retraction vF of K onto co(F U F*), namely, 
~/,=(PJ-P’)*I, (cf. (2, Th eorem 3.81). Following [2, Theorem 10.61, we 
say that 1 compact convex set K is strongly spectral if it is spectral and if 
A(K) is closed under functional calculus by continuous functions (in 
particular A(K) is closed under the squaring map). (See [2] for a more 
geometric definition.) 
LEMMP 1.1 [4, Lemma 5.11. Let K be a spectral convex set. Let P be a 
P-projectton with quasi-complement P’ on A and p an element of K such that 
P*p # 0 2nd P*p #p. Moreover, let (r = lIP*pll-‘P*p, 5 = I[P’*pjI-‘P’*p, 
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and let U/F = (P + P’)* lK be the unique aflne retraction of K onto 
co(F UP). If p is not contained in the line segment [a, t], then as t goes 
from -CD to +co the point 
exp t(P - P’)*p 
” = (e, exp t(P - P’) *p) 
will describe one half of the (unique) ellipse E,(p) through p which has [a, r] 
as one diameter and has the conjugate diameter in the direction of the vector 
p - I,v,@). If p E [a, r], then as t goes from --co to +a~ the point p, will 
describe the “degenerate ellipse” E&) = [o, I]. 
ProoJ Note that the unrenormalized trajectory 
exp t(P - P’)*p = e’P*p + e-‘P’*p + (1 -P - P’)*p 
is one half of a hyperbola. When this hyperbola is projected on e-‘(l), the 
image is a bounded conic section missing only the points c and r; this is 
precisely the ellipse passing through cr, t, and p. 
For an explicit coordinatization of this ellipse, let a = I(P*pll, so 
1 -a = lIP’*pll, and write 
PI = x(t)a + y(t)2 + z(t)(ll -P - P’)“p. 
One verifies that x(t) + y(t) = 1 and z(t)’ = a-‘(1 - a)-‘x(t) y(t) and that 
as t varies from -co to +co, then x(t) varies from 0 to 1; setting 
x’(t) =x(t) - $ gives 
PI = 4(0 + r> + x’(t)@ - 5) + W@ - VFP), 
where 4 < x’(t) < f and z(t) = [a-‘(1 - a)-‘($ -x’(t)2)]“2; this gives the 
semi-ellipse described above. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A spectral convex set K is elliptic if the ellipses E&) 
are contained in K for all P-projections P and all p in K. 
Remark 1.3. (i) By Lemma 1.1, the “top” half of the ellipses Ep@) are 
contained in K for all p in K iff 
exp(t(P-P’)>O for all t E R. (1) 
(ii) Ellipticity can also be characterized in terms of the geometry of 
the fibers w;‘([u, r]), where F is any projective face of K and o E F, t E F#. 
Such a fiber is said to have elliptic cross sections if every plane M (i.e., two- 
dimensional affine subspace) through [a, r] meets the fiber in an elliptic disk 
(i.e., the convex hull of an ellipse). It has been proved in [4, p. 591 that a 
spectral convex set is elliptic iff the fibers have elliptic cross sections. The 
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proof is I ot difficult and we will only recall the idea: assuming that K has 
elliptic cr3ss sections, we consider the projective face F associated to the P- 
projectior P. Let p E K and let u, r be as in Lemma 1.1. If E is the inter- 
section ol’ ~;‘([a, r]) with the plane generated by u, t, and p, then E is an 
elliptic disk and has vF as affine retraction onto [u, r]. Therefore VI&) -p 
points in the direction of the diameter of E which is conjugate to [u, r]; thus 
the dianeter of E is colinear with a diameter of co(E,@)). Since 
p E 8, co(E,Cp)) n K we conclude that ED(p) c E c K. The converse is 
immediatt:. 
Note that K is the union of the fibers w; ‘([a, r]), where F is a projective 
face, u E F and r E F#. These fibers will be either disjoint or they will meet 
at an ‘ end point” uEF or rEF? If F is a split face, then 
I//; ‘((I6 -I) = 10, 71. 
LEMMA. 1.4. [4, Proposition 5.31. The normal state space of a JBW- 
algebra L is elliptic. 
Proof We first establish (1). Let P be a P-projection on A, and let u be 
the idenrpotent in A such that Pa = {u, a, u} for a E A (cf. [3, 
Propositi In 3. I]). From the definition of the Jordan triple product, for a E A, 
AEIR’, and n’=e-u. 
(LP -1 1 -P-P’ f A-‘P’)a = (J.“*u + k%‘, a, 1”*u + ~-“2z4’). 
By [7, Froposition 2.71, the maps a j (6, a, b} are positive for all b EA. 
Therefon 
APtI-P-P’+L-‘p’aO for all 1 E R+. 
If A is rc:placed by e’, the expression on the left is precisely exp t(P - P’), 
which by Lemma 1.1 shows the upper half of the ellipse E&I) is contained in 
K for al p in K. But now symmetry of K with respect to co(F U F*) as 
describec in [5, Proposition 3.141, and in Section 2, implies that all of Ep@) 
is in K. 
THEOE.EM 1.5. A convex set K is aflnely isomorphic to the normal state 
space of a JBW-algebra iff K is spectral and elliptic. 
Proof: The normal state spaces of a JBW-algebra is spectral by [3, 
Proposition 3.11 and elliptic by Lemma 1.4. 
Conversely, assume K is a convex set which is spectral and elliptic. We 
may asslrme that K is the base of a base norm space (I’, K), and that (V, K) 
and (A =: V*, e) are in spectral duality, where e is the canonical order unit. 
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We will show A can be given the structure of a JBW-algebra, and that K can 
be identified with its normal state space. 
Let P and Q be any P-projections on A. We will first establish the identity 
Q’(P - P’)Q = 0. (2) 
To verify this, we use ellipticity to see that exp t(P -P’) > 0 for all real t. 
Since (A, e) is an order unit space, it has the “nearest point property,” i.e., 
VaEA, jbEA+ such that ((a-b((=dist(a,A+). By [13,Theorem I], this 
implies that 
((P-P’)a,p)=O whenever (a,P>=O 
for aEA+ and p E K. In particular, for all b E A + and p E K, 
(Qb, Q’ *p) = 0 implies that 
((P - P’) Qb, Q’ *p) = 0 
from which (2) follows. Observe that an immediate consequence of (2) is 
<Q - Q’W’ - P’)(Q - Q’, = (Q + Q’P’ - P’)(Q + Q’) (3) 
for all P-projections P, Q. 
We next use (3) to establish 
[P-P’, Q - Q’]‘e = 0 
for all P-projections P, Q. In fact, 
(4) 
W - p')(Q - Q'> - (Q - QW- p'))'e 
= (P - P’)(Q - Q’)(P - P’)(Q - Q’)e 
+ (Q - Q’)(P - P’)(Q - Q’)(P - P’)e 
- (P - P’)(Q + Q’)(P - P’)e 
- (Q - Q’W + p’>(Q - Q’k. 
Substituting e = (Q + Q’)e and e = (P + P’)e in the last two terms on the 
right and using (3) now shows that (4) holds. 
We now establish the last identity we need: 
[P -P’, Q - Q’]e = 0. (5) 
To verify this, note that exp t(P - P’) > 0 and exp t(Q - Q’) > 0 for all 
t E. R imply that exp t[P -P’, Q - Q’] > 0 for all t E R (cf. the argument in 
1121). BY (4) 
0 < exp t/P -P’, Q - Q’]e = e + t[P - P’, Q - Q’]e 
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for all t E IR; this implies (5). Finally, by 13, Corollary 3.71 A can be made 
into a JBW-algebra with normal state space K. 
COROLLARY 1.6. A compact convex set K is aflnely isomorphic and 
homeomorvhic to the state space of a JB-algebra (with w*-topology) 13 K is 
strongly st tectral and elliptic. 
Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 1.5 and [3, Corollary 3.2, 
Proof of C orollary 3.81. , 
Remark 1.7. We have only used the consequence (1) of ellipticity for 
the proof of Theorem 1.5. Thus it follows from Lemma 1.4 that condition (1) 
is equivahnt to ellipticity. In fact if condition (1) is satisfied for a spectral 
convex set K, then K is symmetric in the sense of [5], i.e., 2(P + P’) - 11 > 0 
for every P-projection P (cf. [5, Proposition 3.141). This means with 
notations of Lemma 1.1 that the point 2y/,p -p obtained by reflecting p 
about the line segment [o, r] in the direction p - wFp is in K and K will be 
elliptic. Tllis condition is formally very similar to Connes’ [ 121 condition of 
facial honlogeneity defined in the Hilbert space context. Thus the previous 
results car nect the JBW theory developed in [2-7, 151 and 18-121. Since this 
notion of ellipticity seems to be very important we give now equivalent 
definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let K be a spectral convex set. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) K is elliptic. 
(ii) exp t(P - P’) > 0 for all real t and all P-projections P. 
(iii) I(( 1 - (P + P’))a, p)( < 2(Pa, p)“‘(P’a, p)“’ for all a in A ‘, all p 
in K, and all P-projections P. 
(iv) P(Q - Q’)P’ = 0 for all P-projections P and Q. 
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows from the previous 
remark. 
Assume (ii). The function f: t E Ift + (exp t(P - P’)a, p) is positive and its 
minimum is 2(Pa, p)“‘(P’a, p)“’ + ((1 - (P + P’))a, p). Now using the fact 
that K is ::ymmetric (replace p by (2(P + P’) - 1)*p) we obtain (iii). 
Assume (iii). Thus for a in A+, p in K, and Q a P-projection ((Q~,P)~‘* - 
(Q’a, p)“’ I < (a, p> ij2. Replacing a y b P’a and p by JjPpjj-‘Pp for a P- 
projection P we obtain (QP’a, Pp)“’ - (Q’P’a, Pp)l12 = 0. This implies (iv). 
Assume (iv). To prove (ii) we have by [ 13, Theorem 1 ] to show that if 
(a,p)=O for a in A+ and p in K, then ((Q - Q’)a,p) = 0 for all P- 
projection ; Q. In this case (r(a), p) = 0 (cf. [2, Proposition 4.71) and if P is 
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the P-projection associated to r(a) (i.e., r(a) = Pe), then (P’e,p) = 
(e - Pe,p) = 1 and P’*p =p by [2, Lemma 2.31. Since Pa = a, we are done. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF NORMAL STATE SPACES 
OF VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
A. Global 3-Ball 
Below A will denote a JBW-algebra with identity e and normal state space 
K. We begin by recalling some facts about the facial structure of K; see [5] 
for more background. 
In (21 the notion of a projective fact of a convex set was defined. In our 
context, there is a l-l correspondence of idempotents p in A and projective 
faces of K, p H p-‘( 1). Such faces occur in “quasi-complementary” pairs F 
and F#; ifF=p-‘(1), then F#=(e-p)-‘(l)=p-‘(0). 
For each projective face F of K, the convex set K is symmetric with 
respect o co(F U F’) in the sense that there is a (unique) automorphism R, 
of period two whose fixed point set is co(F U F#). (For example, if K = E3, 
the unit ball of R3, then each pair of antipodal boundary points are quasi- 
complementary projective faces and the associated reflection is just reflection 
with respect to the diameter connecting the points.) If F = p-‘(l) and 
s = 2p -e, then R, is just the dual map of conjugation by the symmetry 
(a --) {s, a, s}). We will call the reflections of K of the form R, projective 
reflections. 
Finally we remark that every norm-exposed of K is projective (A face is 
norm exposed if it is the intersection of K and a norm-closed supporting 
hyperplane). If A is the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra, then 
every norm-closed face of K is projective. 
Now if K is any convex set and if there exists a surjective affine map rp of 
K onto the standard 3-ball E3, then we may think of K as being a “blown 
up” version of E3, with each point o in E3 expanded to become rp -- ‘(a) G K. 
To a minor extent, K will automatically possess some of the facial structure 
of E3, e.g. the map F + q-‘(F) sends faces of E3 to faces of K and preserves 
intersections, but generally will not preserve l.u.b.‘s in the lattice of faces. 
Below we give stronger conditions under which we say that v, gives K the 
structure of a “global 3-ball.” 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be the normal state space of a JBW-algebra A. 
Then K is a global 3-ball if there exists a surjective affme map of K onto E3 
such that 
(i) the map F + q-‘(F) is an isomorphism of the lattice of faces of E’ 
into that of K. 
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(ii) the map R, + Rq--ICFJ extends to an isomorphism of the group of 
affine autcmorphisms of E3 into that of K. 
Remark9 2.2. (i) Each face F of E3 is norm exposed, and therefore so 
is (o-‘(F); in particular each such face rp- ‘(F) is projective. 
(ii) The first condition is equivalent to the formally weaker 
requiremelit hat for antipodal points p, u in a,E’ the smallest face of K 
containing their inverse images cp - ‘@), q - ‘(u) is all of K. If this is true, then 
p-l preserves quasi-complements q-‘(I;#) = cp-‘(F)# [2, Lemma 4.31, which 
immediately implies that q-’ preserves l.u.b.‘s. 
(iii) The second condition could be weakened to the requirement that 
the map I!, + RBmItF) preserves products of reflections when defined, i.e., if 
R,R, =h H, then Rq-lCF,Rm-,(c, = RVp-l(H,. This is in fact the only conse- 
quence wt ich is used below. 
(iv) Each face F = p- ‘( 1) of K can be identified with the normal 
space of tne JBW-algebra U,A, and so we can ask whether F is a global 3- 
ball. 
Lemma 2.3 is a global analogue of the fact that the state space of a JB- 
algebra A is isomorphic to E’ iff A is isomorphic to M*(C),,, the 2 X 2 self- 
adjoint m itrices on the complex numbers. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a JBW-algebra with normal state space K. Then K 
is a globa! 3-ball iff A is isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of M,(C) @ B for 
a suitable volt Neumann algebra B. 
Proof: Let rp: K -+ E3 be a surjective afftne map satisfying properties (i) 
and (ii) 01’Definition 2.1. Identify E3 with the state space of M2(C)sa, and let 
v: M*(C), a + A be the map such that v’ = p, As observed above, property 
(i) impli:s that (p-l preserves quasi-complements, and so by [ 14, 
Propositicn)l ] w is a Jordan homomorphism such that ~(1) = e. 
We are now going to construct symmetries i, s2, s3 in A such that 
si 0 sj = d,e, (6) 
and 
U,, Us, U,, = id (7) 
where U, denotes the triple product by s, i.e., U,a = (s, a, s}. Let t,, t,, t, be 
symmetr6:s in M,(C),, satisfying the relations corresponding to (6) and (7), 
e.g., 
t,= (:, “J t,= (y i), t3=(oi ;), 
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and let G,, G,, G, be the corresponding faces in E3, i.e., Gi = q,:‘(l), where 
qi = i(ll + ti) for i = 1,2,3. Define si = w(ti). Then (6) follows from the fact 
that w is a Jordan homomorphism. Note that Ut, U,, U,, = id, because 
t, t, t, = -ill; dualizing gives RG3RG2RC, = id. If F,, F,, F, are the faces of K 
corresponding to s, , s2, s3 (i.e., Fi = p;‘(l), where pi = i(e + si)), then 
Fi = o-‘(Gi). Now property (ii) implies that RF,RFIRF, = id, and by duality 
U,, Us, Us, = id, which establishes (7). 
Now by the definition of the triple product, for i # j 
{Si, sj, Si} = 2si 0 (Si 0 Sj) - Sf 0 sj = -sj 
and this implies {si, pi, si} = e-pi for i # j. Thus pj and e - pj are 
equivalent idempotents. It follows that A admits no homomorphisms onto 
Mi, since in A4; the identity is not the sum of equivalent idempotents. 
Therefore, by [7, Theorem 9.5; 15, Corollary 2.41, A can be embedded as a 
weakly closed Jordan subalgebra of B(H),, , i.e., as a JW-algebra (see [ 181). 
From now on we assume A is so embedded. 
We next show that A is the self-adjoint part of the real norm-closed 
subalgebra R(A) that it generates, or equivalently that A is reversible (see 
[ 171). Let rc: A + A4 be a Jordan homomorphism of A onto a u-weakly dense 
subalgebra of a type I JBW-factor A4 with identity eM. Let wi = z(si) for 
i = 1, 2, 3. Then wi o wj = aije,,, and U,, U,, Uw3 = id. If w, were a fourth 
symmetry in A4 with wq o wi = adie,,,, then Uwiw4 = -wq for i = 1,2,3 would 
contradict U,, U,,U,, = id. It follows that if M is a spin factor, ‘then 
dim M = 4 and M is reversible (in any representation) [6, Lemma 4.11. Now 
the proof of [6, Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.61 shows the I, summand of A is 
reversible. By [ 16, Theorems 6.4 and 6.61 A is reversible. 
Finally we show R(A) can be given the structure of a C*-algebra. First, 
define j = s,szs3 E R(A). Note that s,, s2, s3 anti-commute by (6) and so 
j* = -e, j* = -j. By (7) 
s,s2s3as3s2s, = a for all a E A, 
and thus ja(-j) = a, i.e., ja = aj for all a E A, so j is central in R(A). Since 
for aER(A), a=f(ata*)t$j(j(a*-a)), we have R(A)=A@jA, and 
R(A) can be viewed as a complex *-algebra with imaginary unit scalar j, and 
the involution inherited from B(H). Observe that the norm inherited from 
B(H) is a valid norm on R(A) viewed as a complex linear space, since 
]](a1 +fi)a]]2=]](al tfi)a>*(al t/$j)a]]=]](a2 tP’)a*a]]=(a* tP*)]]a]]*. 
Then R(A) becomes a C*-algebra, with A = R(A),,. Since A has a predual, 
then R(A) is von Neumann algebra in which the identity is the sum of 
equivalent projections (e.g., p1 and e -pl). Thus R(A)zMM,(C) 0 B, as 
claimed. 
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Conver:,ely, let B be a von Neumann algebra, A = (M2(C) @B),,, and K 
the normal state space of A. We again identify E3 with the state space of 
M,(C). Let I#: M(C),, + A be the natural injection and let u, = w* so that v, 
is a surjec tion from K onto E3. Since v is a unital Jordan homomorphism, 
then cp-i preserves quasi-complements [ 14, Proposition 1] and as in 
Remark 2.2 K satisfies condition (i) of the definition of a global 3-ball. To 
verify (ii), note that a -+ a @ id is an isomorphism of the group of Jordan *- 
automorpliisms of M2(C) into the corresponding group for M*(C) @ B. 
Dualizing gives an isomorphism of Aut(E3) into Aut(K), and it is 
straightforward to verify that this sends R, to R, jcFj for each face F of E”. 
Remarh 2.4. We note for later use that the proof to Lemma 2.3 has 
shown thst if A is represented as a JW-algebra, then R(A) is isomorphic (as 
real *-algebra) to M*(C) @ B for a von Neumann algebra B. 
B. The G’obal 3-ball Property 
DEFINI-‘ION 2.5. Let K be the normal state space of a JBW-algebra A. 
Faces F and G of K are equivalent if there exists a finite sequence 
R , , R z ,..., R, of projective reflections whose composition maps F onto G. 
Remark; 2.6. (i) If K is the state of a C*-algebra (viewed as the 
normal st:tte space of the enveloping von Neumann algebra), then pure states 
o and t rre unitarily equivalent iff the faces {a}, {r} are equivalent in the 
sense abo le. 
(ii) Let p and q be idempotents in A. Then p and q are said to be 
equivalent if there is a sequence of symmetries ,,..., s, such that the 
composition of the maps U,,,..., Us, maps p onto q, cf. [ l&7]. Note that p 
and q wil be equivalent iff the faces p-‘(l) and q-‘(l) are equivalent. 
DEFINrrION 2.7. Let K be the normal state space of a JBW-algebra A. 
Then K t as the global 3-ball property if for each pair F, G of orthogonal, 
equivalen faces of K, the face F V G is a global 3-ball (cf. Remark 2.2(iv)). 
Reman: 2.8. (i) It follows from Theorem 2.9 and [ 18, Theorem 61 that 
“orthogor al” above could be replaced by “disjoint.” 
(ii) Let A be a JB-algebra with state space K (viewed as a normal 
state spac:e of the JBW-algebra B **. If F = {a) and G = (r} (i.e., (J, r are 
extreme points in K), then {o) V {r) will be a Hilbert ball denoted by B(o, t) 
[S, Theorem 3.1 I]. The faces F and G are equivalent iff dim B(o, 5) > 2 [6, 
Proposition 2.31. It is possible to choose equivalent orthogonal pure states u’ 
and r’ su,:h that B(u’, r’) = B(u, 5). Thus if K has the global 3-ball property, 
B(u, r) must be a global 3-ball. In fact this holds iff B(u, t) = E3, since the 
only spir factor isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann 
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algebra is the I-dimensional one. Note as a consequence that the global 3- 
ball property for JB-algebras implies the 3-ball property. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let A be a JBW-algebra with normal state space K. Then 
A is isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra lfl K has 
the global 3-ball property. 
Proof. Assume first that A is the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann 
algebra 6Y. If F and G are equivalent orthogonal faces of K, then the 
corresponding projections p and q are equivalent and orthogonal. It follows 
that (P + 9) NP + 4) contains a set of 2 x 2 matrix units, and so 
CY z M,(C) @ B for some von Neumann algebra B. Now by Lemma 2.3, the 
normal state space can be identified with (p + q)-‘( 1) = F V G, and we have 
shown K has the global 3-ball property. 
Conversely, assume K has the global 3-ball property. We first show that A 
can be embedded as a weakly closed Jordan subalgebra of B(H),,. By [ 7, 
Theorem 9.5; 15, Corollary 2.41, it suffices to show that A has no nontrivial 
homomorphism onto Mi. Suppose II: A -Mi were such a homomorphism. 
By [ 15, Lemma 3.61 we could choose equivalent idempotents p and q in A 
mapping onto the matrix units e,, and ez2 in Mi. Then z would map 
I(p+q,A,(p+q)l onto the lo-dimensional spin factor ((e,i t ez2), 
Mi, (ei, + e&}. But by Lemma 2.3, ((p t q), A, (p + q)} is isomorphic to 
the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra, and so by [6, Lemma 3.41 
cannot be mapped onto the lo-dimensional spin factor. 
Thus we assume A is a weakly closed Jordan subalgebra of B(H),,. If the 
identity of A is the sum of two equivalent projections, by Lemma 2.3 we are 
done. Then by the structure theory for JW-algebras, we may assume that A 
is of type I, and even is homogeneous, i.e., the identity e of A is the o-weak 
sum of equivalent Abelian projections [ 18, Theorems 16 and 171. Grouping 
these projections, we can assume for the same reason e = e, t ... t e,, 
where 3 < n < co and n is odd. In particular, A is reversible by [ 16, 
Lemma 3.11 and A =R(A),,. 
Now choose unitarities U, ,..., u, E R(A) (products of symmetries) such 
that Uje, uj = ej for 1 ,< j < n. Define 
eij = eiUit?,U,~f?j. 
Then (eij) are matrix units for R(A), so R(A) z M,(B) for some real *- 
algebra B. 
Now by Remark 2.4, R((e,, te,,)A(e,,+e,,) G (e,, te,,)R(A)(e,, te,,) 
is isomorphic (as a real *-algebra) to a von Neumann algebra, and so 
contains a central element j,, such that j:, = -(e,, t e,,), j;l; = -j,,. Let 
j,=e,,j,,,thenji=-e,,,j:=-j,,andj, iscentraline,,R(A)e,,zzB.If 
j’ is the corresponding element of B, then j = Ci j’eii is central in M,(B), 
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jz = -e, ;* = -j. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we conclude that 
R(A) z k,(B) is *-isomorphic to a C*-algebra, and so A =R(A),, is 
isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a C*-algebra. Since A is a dual space, 
then A is isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra. 1 
We car now characterize normal state spaces of von Neumann algebras: 
THEOREM 2.10. A convex set K is aflnely isomorphic to the normal 
state space of a von Neumann algebra iff K is spectral, elliptic, and has the 
global 3-tall property. 
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